The world’s Leading Companies Rely on LexisNexis® State Net®

Unmatched State Net® content, technology and expertise, along with our world-class analytics and customer service, help ensure that our customers never miss important information.

You must be aware of developments in order to have influence over business-impacting legislation. With the sheer quantity of information produced at every level of government, you need next-generation technology and unmatched, enhanced content to stay ahead and make insightful decisions.

**Mine Data**

If it affects your business, we track it. The State Net service collects every bill, resolution, executive order and ballot measure in each jurisdiction. We also collect reference materials published by state legislatures about specific legislation, such as fiscal impact statements or legislative committee analyses. In addition, we gather floor-vote information in all jurisdictions, and committee votes where those are recorded by the state.

You can use our state-of-the-art tools to isolate and track, or use our issue screening service that is defined by you and followed by us. Our experts carefully review new bills, regulations and updates so you can act on the topics that are most important to you.

*Create custom alerts for targeted results.*

*Create highly customizable reports.*
Monitor Activity
Simply knowing about impactful legislation is not enough. You need context, insight and direction. The State Net innovative tools provide:

- Easy comparison from legislation to existing law
- Summaries and insights into how quickly a bill is moving and how likely it is to pass
- Alerts and details with one click
- Predictions for each stage of the process by comparing the bill passage forecast to historic passage rates
- A visual deadline alarm that notifies of approaching deadlines in the next week or month

Move Quickly
State Net provides critical, timely data that allows you to influence and inform.

New information is added to the State Net service every 15 minutes, and content is enhanced (i.e., meaningful titles and summaries are reformatted and standardized, then added for easy understanding) and delivered in 55 minutes on average.

Use State Net mobile access to connect with legislators or committees from any smartphone or tablet.

Access your dashboard and see a visual snapshot of the measures you are tracking so you can share a high-level overview with your stakeholders and drill down into the legislation you are monitoring by state, issue or legislative stage.

Spend less time manually creating reports and utilize customizable, brandable templates that include the information you feel is important to bring to your stakeholders’ attention.

Rely on the technology and services that the world’s leading companies, associations and law firms trust for reliable and timely information that is enhanced with our 50 years of expertise, next-generation technology and world-class customer service.

You need the power of State Net.

LexisNexis.com/StateNet
1-888-AT-LEXIS
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